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SUMMARY
N0rmalized angular power spectrum representations have been derived
for linear and circular aperture antennas in terms of their autocorre-
lation functions. Examples of their use are given.
INTRODUCTI ON
In communication theory, the correlation function and its properties
are well-known and invaluable in analyzing circuits. The Wiener-Kinchine
theorem relates the aut~correlation function ')f a signal to the power
spectrum "f a signal; i.e.,the autocorrelation function and the power
spectrum of a signal form a Fourier transform pair[l]. The Fourier trans-
form relationship between the autocorrelation function of the aperture
distribution and the angular power spectrum establishes a theorem which
is analogous to the Wiener-Kinchine theorem of circuits. The establishment
of the analogous Wiener-Kinchine theorem offers an alternative method for
solving aperture antenna problems [2,3].
In this. paper, the normalized angular power spectrum representations
for linear and circular aperture antennas in terms of their autocorrelation
functions are derived. Results obtained by using these representations are
compared with results determined through conventional methods [4 ] •
THE AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION AND ANGULAR POWER
SPECTRUM FOR APERnJRE ANTENNAS
The angular power spectrum for the linear aperture antenna is re-
presented as [4]
where f(x') is the amplitude distribution, ~(x') is the phase distri-
bution, 2L is the aperture lengtb, k is the wave number, and 8 is the
angle of measure normal to the aperture. Removing the magnitude symbol
equation (1) becomes
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where u'" k sin9 • Letting xl-x =T,
Interchanging the order of integrations (see Fig. 1), equation (3)
can be written as
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In the second integral with x+r=x, equation (4) becomes
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Define the aperture autocorrelation function as
The angular power spectrum is now more 'compactly expressed as
where
and the * denotes complex conjugate. Normalizing each side of eQuation(7)
by ff2dx , the normalized angular power spectrum becomes
~(U)" f~('t)e;""'f: (9)
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Then, from the theory~f Foerier integrals
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For the linear aperture antenna, this transfo~m pair is the Wiener-Kinchine
theorem which says simply the normalized angular power spectrum of the
..
aperture distribution is the Fourier transform of its autocorrelation func-
tion.
The angulat power spectrum for the circular aperture is represented
as [4]
-4 A .. 4 'A ~ ,
with k= x ksin8 cos$. + y ksin8 sinep and P = p[x cos4» + y sin<fiJwhere p and 4>
are the variables of integration and 8 and~ designate the far-field point.
Expanding the right-hand side ~f equati~n (11), the angular nower soectru~
hecomes
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Wi th p,- ~.T, one has
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The magnitude of the vectorT can vary from zero to the total diame~er D
of the aperture and its direction ~ with respect to some reference can vary
from zero to 2~. The region common to the original aperture and the
shifted aperture establishes the limits of integration for 52 for fixed T •
". Define the autocorrelation function as
(/4)
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Therefore, equation (13) can be written as
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Again normali~ing with ~f dS, the normalized angular power spectrum beemmes
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or explicitly,
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Aperture distributions which depend only on the radial variable (p) produce
autocorrelation functions (~) indenendent of Cl. The CI.- integration yields
P... fu.)" 2.'\T r~' ('I;) So (tt,,}c: ,h- (18 )
o
with u= ksin8 and
This is identified as the Fourier-Bessel transform, of order 0, of the
autocorrelation function ~(TL The function ~(T), tl-e:'rP fore, is expressible
in terms of its transform as [5]
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Equations (18) and (20) establish a Fourier transform pair which is analogous
to the Wiener-Kinchine theorem for circuits.
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APPLICATIONS
In aperture antennas such as reflectors, aperture distributions, in
particular phase distributions, can be either deterministic or random.
Deterministic errors are types which can be described analytically, thus,
enabling one to compute the angular power spectrum in a straight forward'
manner. Random,errors, on the other hand, one must resort to an average
angular power spectrum.
The deterministic type phase error is considered first. For the linear
aperture antenna, assume the amplitude is uniform and the phase is linearly
tapered. The autocorrelation function becomes
1r/(2L]
Itl> 2L
From the convolution integral, the angular power spectrum can be written as
or
where f denotes the Fourier transform, 0 the delta function, and the * means
convolution. Thus,
PAl (IL) = 2.L ~ l(u.. alL
[ (u_(A.)L):a.
which agrees with Silver [4] •
(J4)
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By way of illustration of the random phase type, consider the problem
investigated first by Ruze[6] and later by Vu r7] . In these works, the
phase distribution was assumed to be random, coming from a Gaussian popu-
lation of rms error ~. The shape of the phase was also chosen as Gaussian
with correlation length c. These random errors form a statistical problem.
One can, therefore, only consider on the average what happens to the angular
power spectrum. The average value of the linear and circular aperture
antennas angular power spectrums are given/respectivel~as
JCD •. 14'C~P~L') s <Q(t'»e,) d.e
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where the symbol <) denotes the average value. Incorporating the statistical
nature assumed in Ruze's and Vu's works, equations (25) and (26) become
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which are the amplitude autocorrelation functions for the linear and circular
aperture antennas, respectively.
By expressing the bracketed terms in the integrands of e~uations (27) and
(28) in a series, the normalized angular power spectrums for the linear and
circular apertures can be represented in a more tractible form for evaluation.
The first term in each of equations (32) and (33) is the product of the
error-free normalized angular power spectrum and an exponential factor which
depends~ an the rms phase error'., The second term in each, the so-called
"scattered radiation," is an infinite series which is a function of the rms
phase error, the amplitude autocorrelation function, and correlation length c.
For complete discussions of the effects these parameters have on the normalized
angular power spectrums refer to papers by Ruze and Vu.
For the error-free case (~:O), equations (32) and (33) become, res~ec-
tively CD
.: p",~= Poa. =fGJ'('[)e>"'CJ't"
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which for specific aperture distributions can be shown to agree with the
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normalized angular power spectrums obtained through conventional methods.
As an example, consider the case of uniformly illuminated apertures with
no phase error, equations (34) and (35) become·
PNL. :: ..l..J~~.:U·-I t:l) e.~"~dt'
2.L
- 2!.
o
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Performing the indicated integrations, the normalized angular power spectrums
for uniformly illuminated linear and circular apertures wit~ no phase error
become
P"'L = 2L (~~~.
P"'k Ii O· ( J;~YJT
which are in agreement with results evaluated by conventional techniquesr4].
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Normalized angular power spectrum representations have been derived for
linear and circular aperture antennas in terms' of their autocorrelation
functions;i.e., Fourier transform pairs relate these functions. Both
deterministic and random type aperture distributions can be used in these
relationships.
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Integration diagram for equation 3
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Integration diagram for equation 4
Figure 1. Integration Diagrams
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